RVG 6200

PROVEN RVG TECHNOLOGY.
ESTABLISHED RELIABILITY.
Technology that lays the foundation for diagnostic
excellence
Every diagnosis starts with a radiograph, so your sensor has some high
expectations to live up to. It needs to produce truth-telling images that
enable you to diagnose with confidence. It should simplify acquisition
and not complicate your workflow. Your sensor has to be comfortable
so your patients can tolerate the imaging experience in the first place.
The RVG 6200 stands up to these challenges and more, providing
enviable diagnostic power and workflow efficiencies.
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RVG 6200:
THE IDEAL WORKFLOW
Imagine if you never had to wait to acquire an image. How much
time would you save if your system was always ready to use? With
the RVG 6200, arming the sensor or opening the user interface
before each use is no longer necessary—the system is ready
whenever you are. Simply position, expose, and view for seamless
image acquisition.

Logicon Caries Detector Software
The only FDA-approved commercially available caries diagnosis
software helps doctors treat and diagnose interproximal caries at
an early stage.*

SIMPLE, COMFORTABLE
POSITIONING
Ensure proper placement and
patient comfort thanks to included
positioners and a thinner cable.

HIGH-QUALITY
IMAGE CUSTOMIZATION
Optimize your images according
to your diagnostic needs thanks
to pre-programmed anatomic
enhancement filters.

IMAGING FLEXIBILITY
Produce a diagnostic quality
image easily with a broad
exposure range.

MAXIMUM RELIABILITY
Enjoy peace of mind knowing your
sensor is designed and thoroughly
tested for durability.

INTUITIVE INSTALLATION
AND MAINTENANCE
Use your RVG 6200 immediately
with a streamlined installation
process.

EFFORTLESS MAINTENANCE
Maintain your system easily with
trouble-shooting service tools.
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